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To fully understand the roles proteins play in cellular processes, students need to grasp
complex ideas about protein structure, folding, and stability. Our current understanding of
these topics is based on mathematical models and experimental data. However, protein
structure, folding, and stability are often introduced as descriptive, qualitative phenomena in
undergraduate classes. In the process of learning about these topics, students often form
incorrect ideas. For example, by learning about protein folding in the context of protein
synthesis, students may come to an incorrect conclusion that once synthesized on the
ribosome, a protein spends its entire cellular life time in its fully folded native conformation.
This is clearly not true; proteins are dynamic structures that undergo both local fluctuations
and global unfolding events. To prevent and address such misconceptions, basic concepts of
protein science can be introduced in the context of simple mathematical models and hands-on
explorations of publicly available data sets. Ten common misconceptions about proteins are
presented, along with suggestions for using equations, models, sequence, structure, and ther-
modynamic data to help students gain a deeper understanding of basic concepts relating to
protein structure, folding, and stability.

INTRODUCTION

A typical undergraduate student’s understanding of protein
structure usually starts with learning that there is a complex
three-dimensional structure beyond each textbook-style
“blob” representing each protein. Although most students
have a relatively easy time comprehending the differences
among primary, secondary, tertiary, and quaternary levels
of protein structures, they often struggle with understand-
ing how protein structure relates to stability and activity of
a protein. How can we help students develop a detailed

understanding of protein structure and how it contributes to
the protein function? These are complex ideas, and our “gut
instincts” about protein structure are often wrong. Ten com-
mon misconceptions, along with suggestions for addressing
these misconceptions in an undergraduate classroom, are
discussed.

TEN COMMON MISCONCEPTIONS ABOUT
PROTEINS

1. Crystal Structures Tell Us Exactly What a
Protein Looks Like

Textbooks, journal articles, and the Protein Data Bank
(PDB; RCSB Protein Data Bank, 2010) are full of three-
dimensional structures of proteins. Most of these struc-
tures are derived from x-ray crystallography, although
some are based on nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR).
These structures provide valuable atomic-level details,
but they also can be misleading in the eyes of a novice
student. Does a crystal structure, such as that of ribonu-
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clease H (RNase H; Figure 1), imply that all of RNase H
molecules look exactly as depicted in the structure dia-
gram at all times? The answer is no, it is not that simple.

This topic can be introduced through exploration of a set
of crystal structures for proteins for which multiple struc-
tures have been solved. For example, searching for human
immunodeficiency virus protease in the PDB yields �200
hits. Students may explore this or a similar data set by
asking the following questions:

1. Do the structures encompass the whole protein?
2. Are there any differences between multiple structures of

the same protein?

The answer to the first question is easily available in the PDB
entry page associated with each protein structure. This sim-
ple activity teaches a valuable concept that structures often
do not reflect a whole protein but rather a fragment. The
second question can be explored by using one of the freely
available molecular visualization programs, such as Jmol
(Jmol, 2010), PyMOL (DeLano, 2002), or SwissPDB Viewer
(Guex et al., 2008). Students can use these programs to
overlay multiple structures and measure quantitative differ-
ences between them. The root mean square difference
(RMSD) between coordinates of two structure files is a com-
mon measure of differences between structures. Structure
viewing packages calculate RMSD between two sets of co-
ordinates v and w using the following equation:

RMSD �v, w� � �1
n �

i�1

n

�vix � wix�
2 � �viy � wiy�

2 � �viz � wiz�
2

(1)

where n is the number of atoms considered (usually C�

atoms of protein structures), and x, y, and z are the coordi-
nates of each of the considered atoms.

Such simple quantitative exploration will help students
understand that protein structures depend on external con-
ditions such as crystallization conditions (e.g., pH, buffer,
and temperature), choice of the fragment, and presence or
absence of various ligands and binding partners. In some
cases, proteins have been crystallized in completely different
conformations, such as the open and closed conformations
of enzymes. This simple project will help the students de-
velop an appreciation of protein structures as quantitative
data sets that can be used as a basis for hypothesis testing
and open-ended exploration of biological questions.

2. Once Synthesized on the Ribosome, Proteins
Remain in Their Folded State
Beginning college biology students learn about protein folding
as a process through which proteins attain their functional
structure. Diagrams such as Figure 2 are often used to depict
the process of protein folding. The concept of protein folding is
typically first introduced in the context of protein synthesis,
and students can easily get the impression that once a protein
is synthesized and folded on the ribosome, it remains in that
perfectly folded native state during its entire cellular life cycle.
However, a protein exists in equilibrium between the native
and unfolded state, and a number of folded proteins at some
point unfold in the cellular environment.

To get students thinking about the folding process, it is
helpful to introduce the idea of a quantifiable, measurable
equilibrium between protein conformations. Under normal
cellular conditions, proteins are found in an equilibrium
between native and unfolded conformations. That means
that a folded protein may occasionally unfold. The simplest
model of folding, the two-state model, is easy to understand
and can be introduced in introductory biology classes as a
quantitative model of protein folding.

The two-state model states that under equilibrium condi-
tions proteins are either in the fully folded native state (N) or
unfolded state (U). This equilibrium,

N7 U

Figure 1. Crystal structure of ribonuclease H (PDB access code
2RN2) as an example of a three-dimensional protein structure. Each
structure is a data set of coordinates and other valuable information
about the protein, such as the source organism, amino acid se-
quence, and relevant literature citations. Students can download
PDB files from www.rcsb.org/pdb and use one of many free mo-
lecular visualization packages for exploration and quantitative anal-
ysis of protein structures.

Figure 2. Protein folding equilibrium. The simplest model of pro-
tein folding is the two-state model in which a protein is either fully
unfolded (U) or fully folded to its native structure (N).
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can be described using a simple equilibrium constant,

Kunf �
[U]
[N], where [U] and [N] are concentrations of unfolded

and native proteins, under a given set of conditions. Many
introductory biology students are also taking introduc-
tory chemistry courses, in which they have learned about
equilibrium constants in the context of simple chemical
reactions.

This equilibrium constant can be related to the free energy
of unfolding of a protein (�Gunf), also known as the ther-
modynamic stability of proteins, by the following equation:

�Gunf � �RTlnKunf (2)

where R is the gas constant and T is temperature in Kelvin.
Most students also will have seen this equation in intro-

ductory chemistry courses. To demystify the numbers be-
hind protein stability, students can use this equation to get a
real sense of various equilibria. For example, the thermody-
namic stability of chicken lysozyme is 10 kcal mol�1 (Ueda
et al., 1993), whereas the thermodynamic stability of ubiq-
uitin is 6.7 kcal mol�1 (Khorasanizadeh et al., 1993). What
does this tell us about the proportion of unfolded molecules
at room temperature?

We can encourage students to look up the thermodynamic
stabilities of their favorite proteins and do the same calcu-
lations with the values they find in the literature or in the
database of protein thermodynamic values (ProTherm,
2010). Students can use Excel (Microsoft, Redmond, WA) to
generate a table exploring the relationship between equilib-
rium constants and free energy, based on Eq. 2 (Table 1).

This simple mathematical model gives meaning to ther-
modynamic stability measurements. The difference between
a stability of 2.7 and 9.5 kcal mol�1 might not carry a lot of
meaning to an undergraduate student. However, the differ-
ence between 1 in 100 molecules being unfolded versus 1 in
10 million molecules is much easier to grasp. Students real-
ize that even proteins with high thermodynamic stabilities
exist in equilibrium with a small fraction of unfolded pro-
teins. This helps the student develop an appreciation of
proteins as dynamic ensembles of conformations.

3. Unfolded Proteins Are Simply Stretched Out
Polypeptide Chains
The unfolded state of proteins is even more difficult to grasp
than the native state. Usually, the unfolded state is por-

trayed as a “polypeptide spaghetti” structure, similar to that
shown in Figure 2. The unfolded state of a protein is an
ensemble of many different conformations, some of which
can be rather compact. Because of this diversity of confor-
mations, structural characterization of the unfolded state is
difficult. However, modern techniques, such as small-angle
x-ray scattering, have helped us to learn more about the
average properties of the unfolded state. One of these prop-
erties is the radius of gyration, the average distance from the
center of gravity to each amino acid. Students can analyze
the data in published primary research articles to learn that
average unfolded protein structure is more compact than
that of completely stretched out polypeptide (Kohn et al.,
2004, McCarney et al., 2005). Molecular dynamics simula-
tions also have helped us deepen our understanding of
unfolded proteins, and they too provide a picture of diverse
set of protein conformations, including relatively compact
states (Snow et al., 2002). Students with interest in this topic
can be directed to the Folding@home website that, in its
Research Articles section, contains a deeper discussion of
this topic at a level appropriate for undergraduate students
(Pande, 2002, 2010). Students could use the interactive re-
sources at Folding@home to explore topics such as forces
that govern protein folding and unfolding, and the forma-
tion of secondary structural elements by viewing simula-
tions and movies depicting the dynamic nature of proteins
in both the folded and the unfolded state.

4. All Mutations Have a Drastic Effect on Protein
Structure
Most students understand that sometimes a change as small
as a single amino acid substitution can have a drastic effect
on the function of a protein. Point mutations can result in a
protein that can no longer bind to its binding partner, or a
catalytically inactive enzyme. One possible explanation for
this observation is a drastic change in protein structure.
However, protein structure is rather robust, and in many
cases mutations do not have a drastic effect on protein
structure. In fact, some proteins can tolerate simultaneous
substitutions of up to a quarter of their residues with differ-
ent amino acids, without losing functionality (Besenmatter et
al., 2007).

Rather than having a drastic effect on protein structure,
most mutations have an effect on protein stability. Studies of
individual proteins, such as staphylococcal nuclease and
barnase, show that most individual mutations are destabi-
lizing but do not change the overall protein structure dras-
tically (Shortle et al., 1990; Green et al., 1992; Serrano et al.,
1992). Furthermore, substituting an amino acid at a binding
site, for example, can disrupt ionic quaternary interactions,
rather than disrupting the protein fold.

To gain a deeper understanding of protein structure ro-
bustness, students can compare crystal structures of families
of proteins, such as the globin family or the family of G
protein-coupled receptors. They can ask questions such as:
Which positions in the protein structure are more tolerant of
mutations? Which types of amino acid substitutions will
have more significant effects on protein structure? These
types of questions can be explored using ConSurf (Landau et
al., 2006). ConSurf is a web-based tool that helps in identi-
fication of functionally important, conserved protein regions

Table 1. Relationship between protein folding equilibrium con-
stants (Kunf) and free energies of protein folding (�Gunf)

a

Kunf �Gunf (kcal mol�1)

1 0.00
1/100 2.72
1/1,000 4.08
1/10,000 5.43
1/100,000 6.79
1/1,000,000 8.15
1/10,000,000 9.51

a Equation 2 in text was used to generate the table.
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based on phylogenetic relationships between related se-
quence homologues. Students can use this application to
identify, explore, and visualize both the regions that are
conserved and the amino acid positions that are prone to
variation.

5. The Stability of a Protein Can Be Determined by
Considering Its Three-Dimensional Structure
Introductory biology and biochemistry textbooks usually have
a section describing forces that contribute to protein stability.
Van der Waals interactions, hydrophobic interactions, hydro-
gen bonds, electrostatic interactions, salt bridges, and disulfide
bridges are listed as factors that contribute to protein stability.
I often encounter the perspective that you can compare the
relative stabilities of two proteins by simply counting the num-
bers of various interactions, such as salt bridges or disulfides.
Unfortunately, our understanding of these forces is not de-
tailed enough to predict which protein is more stable simply by
looking at its structure.

The relationship between structure and stability can be ex-
plored using protein structures and experimental data. A com-
parison of two homologous proteins from organisms with
drastically different optimal growth temperatures can be used
as a starting point for exploration of the relationship between
structure and stability. An example is a pair of ribonucleases H,
one from the mesophilic bacterium Escherichia coli (Figure 1)

and one from the thermophilic bacterium Thermus thermophilus
(PDB code 1RIL), which has an optimal growth temperature of
66°C. These two proteins have almost identical structures, yet
they are very different in their thermodynamic stability pro-
files.

Students can easily analyze the sequences of these two
proteins to search for clues to a possible difference in stabil-
ity. Is there a difference in overall percentage of charged
residues? Is there a difference in the number of prolines,
which might restrict the flexibility of the unfolded state? Is
the thermophilic protein stabilized through increased com-
pactness and shortening of loops as has been proposed for
some other thermophilic proteins? (Kumar et al., 2000).
These and similar questions can be explored using the
BioQUEST Esteem Module Protein Analysis (BioQUEST
Curriculum Consortium, 2010). The module allows the
students to input protein sequence data and visualize and
quantify various parameters, such as amino acid and
charge distributions (Figure 3).

In addition to analyzing sequence data, students also may
want to explore three-dimensional protein structure data.
Any of the already mentioned molecular visualization pro-
grams (Jmol, PyMOL, and SwissPDB Viewer) are suitable
for quantitative analysis of molecular structures. Students
can use these packages for visualization, as well as for
quantitative measurements of size, distances, and differ-
ences between related structures. Through such hands-on

Figure 3. Amino acid distributions of a protein sequence is one of the outputs of Protein Analysis ESTEEM Module (BioQUEST, 2010). The
module presents different ways of calculating and visualizing protein sequence parameters such as amino acid frequencies and charge
distributions.
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exploration of proteins with similar structures and different
stability profiles, students will be able to better understand
the complexities of the problem of protein stability.

6. A More Stable Protein Will Last Longer
The language of protein stability can be confusing even to a
seasoned protein chemist, let alone an undergraduate stu-
dent. Students often have a vague idea of protein stability
having something to do with how resilient a protein is under
certain conditions—or how long it can “last” under those
conditions. Even biochemists often use the term stability to
refer to various ideas ranging from resistance to various
chemicals, to temperature, to enzyme activity under those
conditions.

However, the thermodynamic stability of proteins is a
precisely defined quantity that can be described with
physical and mathematical models. The thermodynamic
stability of a protein is defined as the difference in free
energy between folded and unfolded conformations of the
protein, i.e.,

�Gunf � GU � GN (3)

where U is the unfolded state and N is the native conforma-
tion of a protein. This free energy of unfolding of a protein
is related to the equilibrium constant describing the ratio of
folded and unfolded molecules, as specified in Eq. 2.

Once students grasp the idea of thermodynamic stability
by exploring the relationship between free energy and ratios
of folded to unfolded molecules, it becomes easier to explain
why this concept is not related to how long proteins “last.”
This exploration can become a great starting point for dis-
cussing differences between thermodynamics and kinetics.
Words such as “lasts” and “keeps” generally imply passage
of time, which are indicative of kinetic properties and not at
all related to thermodynamic properties, such as the ther-
modynamic stability of proteins.

7. Proteins with a Higher Melting Temperature Are
Also Thermodynamically More Stable
One easy-to-understand, and easy-to-measure, parameter
associated with protein stability is the so-called melting
temperature, i.e., the midpoint of thermal denaturation
curve (Tm). This parameter can be determined by observing
a protein’s structural signal, such as circular dichroism, flu-
orescence, or NMR signal, as a function of temperature.
Experimental determination of Tm can be performed within
a time frame of a typical undergraduate lab (Raabe and
Gentile, 2008). Tm is simply the half point of the transition
for a protein that folds in a cooperative two-state manner
(Figure 4). Clearly, this value is related to protein stability,
but does it actually tell us anything about the thermody-
namic stability of proteins, as defined in the previous para-
graph?

The relationship between temperature and thermody-
namic stability of proteins can be modeled by the Gibbs–
Helmholtz equation:

�Gunf � �H0 � T
�H0

Tm
� �Cp�T � Tm � T In �T

Tm
�� (4)

where Tm is the midpoint of thermal denaturation (“melting
point”), �H0 is the enthalpy at Tm, and �CP is the change in
heat capacity upon unfolding (Becktel and Schellman, 1987).
Even a first glance at this equation shows that the relation-
ship between �Gunf and Tm is not a simple linear depen-
dence. By analyzing the equation, students can answer the
question; Which other factors, in addition to Tm, will influ-
ence �Gunf?

To better grasp this complex relationship, students may
start by analyzing real data. Once again, the ProTherm
database may be a valuable starting point, in addition to
more involved literature searches (ProTherm, 2010). Is there
a correlation between a high Tm and a high �G for all
proteins?

This question has been of particular relevance in protein
engineering. The method of protein engineering has been
used to design proteins with increased stability. Although
the method has succeeded in increasing the Tm in a few
cases, such proteins do not have a desired higher �Gunf
(Loladze et al., 1999). A protein with a high Tm does not
necessarily also have a high thermodynamic stability.

Proteins can use several different thermodynamic strate-
gies to achieve a higher Tm (Figure 5). One of these strategies
is to have higher thermodynamic stabilities at all tempera-
tures; however, a higher Tm also can be achieved by shifting
the overall stability curve to the right, or by flattening the
curve.

8. The Reason We Often Keep Proteins on Ice Is
Because They Are More Stable on Ice Than at Room
Temperature
Any student who has worked with enzymes knows to keep
them on ice. From restriction enzymes in molecular biology,
to enzymes and proteins they isolate from plants or bacteria,
all students know they have to put the enzymes on ice.
When asked why, a typical answer is “because proteins are

Figure 4. Thermal denaturation of proteins can be monitored by
probes such as circular dichroism or fluorescence. Many small pro-
teins exhibit a cooperative, sigmoidal transition with temperature.
The midpoint of this transition is the Tm, sometimes referred to as
the melting point.
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more stable on ice.” Once again, the broad general use of the
word “stability” can be confusing.

If by more stable, we simply mean that proteins will last
longer, and lose less of their activity over time, we are not
addressing the thermodynamic idea of protein stability in-
troduced in the previous paragraph. So, how does temper-
ature affect the thermodynamic stability of proteins? The
answer can once again be found by examining the Gibbs–
Helmhotlz equation (Eq. 4). When plotted, the relationship
between �Gunf and temperature has a parabola-like shape
(Figure 5).

Students can explore the effect of change of various pa-
rameters on the shape and properties of the stability curves
by entering experimentally determined parameters into a
spreadsheet that plots the stability curve (see Stability Curve
Excel Sheet in Supplemental Material). By varying the pa-
rameters, students will soon realize that the shape does not
change and that the temperature of maximal stability does
not shift very much regardless whether the proteins are of
thermophilic or mesophilic origin (Rees and Robertson,
2001). In fact, for most proteins the thermodynamic stability
of a protein is lower on ice at 4°C (277 K) compared with
room temperature 25°C (298 K). What this means is that a
larger proportion of proteins are unfolded on ice than at
room temperature.

Why is it then that we keep proteins on ice? The question
is of relevance to anybody in experimental biochemistry or
molecular biology, but the answer is not directly related to
the thermodynamic stabilities of individual proteins. By
keeping enzymes at lower temperatures, we decrease the
rate at which harmful contaminants, such as oxidizing
agents and proteases, destroy and deactivate our enzymes.

9. The More Stable a Protein Is, the Better It Will
Function
Clearly, thermodynamic stability is important for protein
function. It is easy to jump to the conclusion that higher
stability might be beneficial to proteins. This is true to a
certain extent. Stability is essential for maintaining proteins

in their native state, in a precise conformation needed for the
function of that protein. However, stability of proteins needs
to be balanced with flexibility. Proteins are dynamic mole-
cules, and slight conformational changes within active sites,
binding sites, and other regions of the protein are necessary
for their functions. Interestingly, comparisons of homolo-
gous proteins from organisms that live at different temper-
atures show that these two properties, stability and flexibil-
ity, are finely balanced. In fact, regardless of the temperature
at which host organisms live, homologous proteins from
hosts as diverse as thermophiles and mesophiles tend to
have similar thermodynamic stabilities at the hosts’ optimal
growth temperatures (Hollien and Marqusee, 1999).

Students can explore the scope and relevance of protein
flexibility by modeling and characterizing the motions of
proteins, by examining crystal structures of proteins cap-
tured in different conformational states (Gerstein and
Echols, 2004). Protein visualization packages, mentioned
above, can be used to calculate the overall RMSD differences
between conformations. Students also can ask questions
such as: What is the maximal displacement of any individual
amino acid between two conformations? What is the average
displacement of any mobile regions of the protein?

Students interested in visualization and modeling of mo-
lecular movements can be directed to the Database of Mo-
lecular Movements, a valuable resource for mapping and
visualizing molecular movements (The Yale Morph Server,
2010).

10. Proteins Can Be Destabilized by Ligand Binding
Many proteins bind either small molecules or other protein
binding partners. Ligand binding is a crucial step in the life
cycle of many cellular and extracellular proteins. Ligand
binding is important for cellular signaling cascades and
regulatory pathways. Because protein interactions are so
relevant in cell biology, it is important to understand the
basic thermodynamics of ligand interactions.

How does ligand binding affect protein stability? Most
proteins bind their binding partners in the native conforma-
tion. If ligand-bound native state of a protein were less
stable than the ligand-free (apo) protein state, the ligand
simply would not bind. The free energy (�G) of the follow-
ing reaction,

P � L3 PL

(where P is the protein of consideration, L is the ligand, and
PL is the protein–ligand complex) would be positive, and
the reaction would not occur. Destabilization of protein by a
ligand is possible only when the ligand binds to nonnative
conformation. Considering this binding reaction in terms of
equilibrium constants and free energy provides a frame-
work for understanding that all natively folded ligand-
bound proteins are more thermodynamically stable com-
pared with the apo form.

CONCLUSIONS

Students often have a difficult time comprehending abstract
ideas about protein structure, folding, and stability when
they learn about them from textbooks and lectures only.

Figure 5. Protein stability curves depict the dependence of ther-
modynamic stability (�Gunf) on temperature. The stability curve of
a mesophilic protein is depicted as a black continuous line. Three
simple scenarios by which a thermophilic protein can achieve a
higher Tm include shifting the stability curve to the right (1), raising
it (2), or broadening the stability curve (3). Certain combinations of
these three scenarios also could result in a Tm increase.
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Modern research in protein science involves combining ex-
perimentation with computational modeling and analysis of
complex data sets. Rather than introducing proteins only in
terms of known facts and theories, we can better engage the
students by providing them with opportunities to explore
and investigate the same types of questions that drive the
researchers. Experimental data, equations, and models can
be introduced as early as introductory biology courses in
college.

Exploration of relevant questions, and working with real
data, bring excitement back to the classroom. One of the
most rewarding aspects of using such approaches in teach-
ing is when students take the given assignments to the next
level, by raising their own questions and making their own
discoveries. This type of learning helps students overcome
misconceptions and gain a deeper understanding about pro-
teins, and biological processes in general. In addition, the
explorative learning experiences prepare the students for
graduate school and work experiences, where they will face
new questions in the ever-more interdisciplinary and in-
creasingly more quantitative world of biological science re-
search.
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